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No. AUAB/MH CIRCLE/03                                         Dated 28/09/2018  

 

To,  

General Manager ( HR& Admin) 

Maharashtra Circle, 

 Mumbai -54. 

 

Sub:   BSNL Formation Day and Vishist  Sanchar Sewa Padak Award  

          Distribution function on   01/10/2018 at Circle Office Mumbai -reg. 

Ref:   1)DGM Admin Order dated 22.09.2018. 

         2) BSNL CO Order dated 20.09.2011. 

 

 

Respected Sir, 

It is good that Maharashtra Circle is going to celebrate the 19th BSNL day in 

Circle office Mumbai on 1st October. As per the DGM Admin order there will  also 

be distribution of  Vishist  Sanchar Sewa Padak Award. 

But we are surprised that, CGM is very well aware of the financial condition of 

BSNL and CGMT  repeatedly pronouncing  at each and every occasion even by 

warning every now and then that there is no money to pay even salary of coming 

month and CGMT  is making certain efforts to arrange salary every month after 

this how DGM Admin Mumbai is issuing orders for celebration of BSNL day in 

lavish manner by arranging food for all participants with expenditure of lakhs of 

rupees. One Side Circle office is straightway deducting 12% from medical bill to 

reduce the expenditure and other side order is being issued for such lavish 

celebration. 

BSNL Co has already issued clear guidelines for arranging such functions in 

inexpensive manner, copy of the letter attached for ready reference and here 

Maharashtra Circle is expending lakh of Rupees on this award function  is not 

correct. 
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We are protesting such lavish expenditure and celebration as when BSNL is not 

in position to meet day-to-day expenses MH circle is expending lakh of Rupees 

on such function. 

It is also learnt that in such prestigious function of Vishisth Sanchar Award 

Distribution, the function of TWWO is mixed and some certificates for TWWO 

members for their contribution within TWWO itself are being issued on this 

occasion thereby degrading the importance of the “Sanchar Awards” which is 

not correct and ethical and should be stopped. 

In view of the above fact, it is request to take necessary action for curtailment of 

expenditure in the name of BSNL day celebration and also not to mix TWWO 

certificate distribution or any other program with Prestigious Sanchar wards 

Distribution function and maintain prestige of this awards and BSNL day 

celebrations. 

It is quite possible to arrange such programs in our lavish air-conditioned 

Conference hall without any additional expenses on chairs , carpet, PA system 

etc. as is being done at present venue. 

Hope the views of the all Unions and Associations of Mumbai circle office 

which are as per the BSNL CO guidelines will be given consideration and 

will not compel us to boycott this prestigious function of BSNL. 

 

 

 

( Yeswant Kekare)    (Milind Ingale)   (Anil Dubey)   (Hrishikesh Walawalkar)  (Sunil Dethe) 

 Dist Secretary        Dist Secretary    Dist Secretary      Dist Secretary             Dist  Secretary 

  BSNLEU                     NFTE          SNEA               AIBSLEA                    SEWA 

 

Copy To : 

               1) CGM Maharashtra Circle for information please. 


